
 
MINUTES 

WiredWest Board of Directors Meeting 10/27/12, 9:30 AM  

Social Room of Charlemont Federated Church, 175 Main Street, Charlemont, MA  

 

Noting a quorum present, the meeting was called to order at 9:40 am by Chair Monica Webb. 

Name tags and sign in sheet were made available at the back of the room. 

 

Welcome and Introductions – Monica welcomed everyone and thanked our hosts for a 

wonderful breakfast spread.   

 

Approval of minutes from September 22nd, 2012 meeting – Brian Hawthorne move to accept 

the minutes as amended. Mike Crochiere seconded.  All voted in favor except for abstentions 

from 4 board members who were not present at the September meeting.  

 

Grants update – MBI Grant:  Monica distributed a grant reconciliation update.  She thanked the 

delegates for their volunteer efforts (which has saved grant monies) and described how the 

saved grant monies have been reallocated and discussed the economic impact study and that 

we have requested a one-month extension from the MBI.  DLTA Grant:  Kevin has been working 

on completing the work on CO lease agreements by end of December.  CIC Grant:  We are 

considering applying a second time for a CIC grant.  Jon & Beckie Hardie are working on a 

proposal for doing a CIC grant application for WW.  Monica let delegates know that individual 

towns will need Selectboard signatures in the event we pursue this grant.  Jon Hardie provided 

some additional details about his approach.   

 

Support Card campaign – Campaign is progressing well.  There has been a big uptick in 

statistics being input.  Monica thanked the delegates who are doing the data entry.  A number of 

towns are showing significant interest (over 50%).  All towns are encouraged to get their 

numbers up to this level.  Monica warned that towns that do not have a significant number of 

households showing interest may not be wired in the first round.  Monica also mentioned a 

number of support tools, materials and strategies for delegates to utilize (they are posted on the 

WW website).  Monica and Reva will help towns individually if they are asked.  David Kulp 

raised a concern that pressuring people could result in an inflated take rate.  The EC responded 

by saying that historically in other rural Muni networks where such support campaigns have 

been done they are critical to getting financed but that the market does make adjustments for  

possibly inflated numbers. Other delegates offered suggestions and strategies.  DSL 

subscribers in West Stockbridge for instance, are very unhappy with the service they are 

currently receiving and showed surprisingly strong support for WiredWest.  One strategy 

suggested is to collect cards at the polling places.  Originally the deadline was end of October, 

but this was a soft deadline.  We will continue to take the cards and delegates may advise 

people of this.   

 



Summary of Initial Engineering and Cost Estimation Report – Kevin reported that we got 

the report back from Matrix.  Kevin is reviewing it and will be working with Matrix to clarify and 

provide back up for some of the numbers provided.  He will also be doing pole verification.  

Make ready costs are a very large part of the total cost and we are attempting to fine tune this 

cost for our towns.  Kevin also reviewed some of the details of the plan, especially with respect 

to different technologies.  Kevin feels that the plan was very complete especially considering the 

cost ($19,000 as opposed to other bids which were as high as $275,000).  Delegates raised 

issues, concerns and questions with regard to the proforma and bonding. Discussion ensued. 

What delegates can do to support this is first of all to focus on the support card campaign, and 

secondly to speak to their towns and encourage them to be WiredWest customers over the MBI 

network and lastly to obtain a list of businesses from each town and forward the information to 

Bob Rocke (delegate from Otis).  A discussion was also had surrounding utilization of the 

municipal space and the legislative activity related to it.  

 

Admission of additional member towns - preliminary discussion – Monica asked for 

feedback from the board regarding the message to towns asking to join at this late stage.  Board 

members provided feedback regarding new towns joining and the requirements and potential 

costs.  Jim reminded us that there is nothing to prevent us from expanding our service area to 

non-WiredWest towns.  Delegates shared their feelings and opinions: i.e. that there be some 

premium paid by new members (without being punitive), but that we should not back track or 

delay the progress for the members who have already been working for the last couple of years 

on bringing WiredWest to fruition. Monica asked for volunteers to join a working group to 

consider this question.  Those interested are to see Kevin at the end of the meeting. 

 

Committee Reports 

● Sales – Glenn Cardinal is out ill, but Monica reviewed the sales process that was 

recently outlined.  It will be focusing on soliciting the CAI’s.  The second step is to collect 

town internet and telephone bills.  Currently Western Mass Connect is surveying the 

towns via the regional planning authorities via the “Community Anchor Institution 

Baseline Inventory Survey”.  WW cannot obtain the information from the planning 

agencies, but we can ask the towns directly for a copy of their document.  Packages for 

towns and CAI’s will be very customized, which is why it is important to get this 

information.  Glenn, Kevin & Jean will be going out and meeting with CAI’s.  Jim asked if 

folks have sales experience and skills to assist with this effort, and Jon Hardie 

mentioned that even non-sales folks can facilitate the sale with their individual towns. 

● Marketing – Monica gave a preview of the new WiredWest website, which should be 

going live later this week. Directors gave feedback.  Monica had thank you cards printed 

out for donors and are available if directors wish to thank  

● Town Liaison – Monica read a statement from Reva, who will be spending the next 

month in Key West, but will be reachable by email and cell phone. 

● Finance  - Jim presented a financial statement to the board: He state “We still have 

money.”  We have spent a significant amount of money on pledge cards, but will be 

reimbursed by the MBI grant.  Bills have been submitted to MBI.   

● Governance – Steve had Deirdre Lawrence look into the tax deductibility of WW.  While 

the individual towns’ MLP’s are tax deductible, the WW cooperative is not.  Folks can 



continue to make donations through Hilltown CDC, who charges a 3% administrative 

fee. 

● Technology – Kevin spoke earlier in the meeting about the Matrix report, he mentioned 

that he will be physically verifying pole data in Ashford and Peru. Delegates were invited 

to do the same for their towns.  See Kevin for details. 

On the ISP initiative, our intention is to have the capability to provide ISP and other 

technology related services to CAI’s when they are lit. 

 

Other Director Input  – Prior to adjourning the board meeting in order to go into a closed 

business meeting,  Brian Hawthorne moved to accept the WiredWest Non-disclosure 

agreement; Michael Crochiere seconded. Jon Hardie & Nan Riebschlager voted “no”.  All others 

present voted in favor. 

 

 

Confirm Schedule of next BoD meetings 

• No November meeting 

• December 1st in Worthington 

• January 5th in Royalston with a snow date of the 12th (tentative) 

 

 

Adjourn – meeting adjourned at 12:15 p.m. 


